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ABSTRACT
The Internet of Things (IOT) is presently a fast catching paradigm in which the everyday objects
are manufactured with essential capabilities such sensing, networking and processing. These capabilities
enable them to communicate with one another and with other devices and services over the Internet to
complete some objective. One of the most important issues is security. When devices are given the
freedom to talk to each other, then there are immense possibilities of misuse. In this paper, we propose
a secure communication approach for device-to-device communication. It is an Identity-based
encryption approach which includes revocation of keys if misuse is detected. The proposed method takes
into consideration the high probability of misuse and hence malicious devices are identified and
eliminated. This paper presents the design of the proposed approach along with a first level
implementation using Java and MsAccess.
Keywords: Internet of Things, communication, Internet

1. INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IOT) has become an important topic in engineering circles and
technology-based industries. This technology is an inherent part of a numerous networked
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products, sensors and systems which are being manufactured with the current electronics
miniaturization approaches. Basically IOT is the facility and technology used to connect a wide
range of computing/communication devices or gadgets. These devices can be remotely
managed and controlled, thus moving towards a magical world of do-anything-from-anywhere.
This may sound like science fiction, but the reality is, today it is possible to use IOT
technology to “see” buildings for sale from your mobile or your laptop. Thus a buyer can “see”
houses from various angles before deciding which one to buy. IOT technology is offering the
possibility to transform all sectors such as industry, agriculture, healthcare, entertainment, etc.,
by increasing the availability of information along a different dimension using networked
sensors [Carolyn Marsan et. al.].
The advantages of the IOT technology are that it offers communication, control and
automation, monitor, and information. Also it saves time and money, offering an efficient and
better quality of life. The main problems of IOT are compatibility, complexity, privacy and
security. From the security perspective, the following issues are evident.
Networking Challenges: Today’s networking technology was not designed to support large
numbers of computing/communicating gadgets. Further complication is because these devices
are low-power devices that interact with the human users, physical world, and the cloud in
complicated ways. These requirements cause major research challenges in the area of
networked systems, specifically in terms of scalability, open network interfaces and
multitenancy [Rajeev Alur et. al.].
Security Challenges: Additional challenges are due to the devices being diverse, interacting,
and potentially unsecure, security threats from ubiquitous devices, system-wide security
abstractions.
In this paper, we present one approach to secure the IOT environment, specifically the
communication between IOT devices. In Section II, some of the security requirements for IOT
environment and the prevailing research work are discussed. In Section III we describe the
proposed identity based encryption with secured outsourced revocation for IOT environment.
The results are given in Section IV and concluded thereof.

2. SECURITY OF INTERNET OF THINGS
IOT devices are typically wireless and may be setup in public places and are made secure
using end to end encryption. Encryption is also used for information security in the IOT
environment. Every IOT device must be secured throughout its lifecycle by providing secure
booting, access control, authentication of the device, firewall, and regular patches. A typical
IOT communication environment is depicted in Figure 1.
Security in this environment must be in terms of authentication and secure
communication between (i) mobile-app and cloud services, (ii) cloud services and the backend
web applications and (iii) device to device communication.
In this paper, we propose the identity-based encryption mechanism with revocation for
secure device-to-device communication.
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Fig. 1. IOT Communication Environment

3. DENTITY BASED ENCRYPTION WITH SECURED OUTSOURCED
REVOCATION FOR IOT ENVIRONMENT
Identity-Based Encryption (IBE) is an alternative of public key encryption. The major
advantage is simplified key management in a certﬁcate based Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)
by using human-unique identities for e.g., name, email address, IP address, etc. as public keys
in Private Key Generator. In the IOT environment the devices are the users. After generation
of keys the Private Key Generator communicates to the user (IOT device or the mobile device).
Because of this, the physical devices are able to stay linked. If both device are authenticate PKG
serves the device2 keys. The message (M) can be transfer to device1 to device2 is shown in
Fig. 2
PKG
PKD2
Public key

M

PRD2
Private key

DEVICE 1

DEVICE 2

M

Communication

Fig. 2. IOT device-to-device
During a misdeed, i.e., when any device if found to misbehave, then the central key
management system (the PKG) will revoke the keys of the misbehaving IOT device. This is
known as revocation and is shown in Fig. 3. Normally, all the users despite the consequences
of whether their keys have been revoked or not, have to make contact with PKG frequently to
prove their identities and update new private keys. It requires that private key generator is online
and the protected channel must be maintained for all communication.
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Fig. 3. Revocation process in IOT

Key Update Cloud Service Provider (KU-CSP) is a central system used for outsourced
revocation. This is shown in Figure 4. The KUCSP updates the users key each and every time
when ever the user needs. KU-CSP mostly operate key generation related operations during
key-update and key-issuing processes. KU-CSP leaving only an invariable number of
uncomplicated operations for PKG and users to do locally.
KU-CSP
Outsourcing key

Update key

PKG

IOT DEVICES
Private key

Fig. 4. System model of IBE with outsourced revocation for IOT environment

PROPOSED MODULES
The IOT communication is considered as a three stage communication – (i) registration
of a device (ii) communication between the registered devices under secure conditions and (iii)
communication between the registered devices under revoked conditions.
(i) REGISTRATION MODULE
In this module, the new IOT device registers with the PKG. The PKG would generate and
provide the (public key, secret key) pair to the new users, entering into the system. Key
generation is done with random prime numbers to generate a unique (public key, secret key)
pair.
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Fig. 5. Registration Module

(ii) SECURE COMMUNICATION
In this module to check whether the users are already registered. If there is registered user
means PKG send their public key to both client and server. Using the key they perform send
and receive function. If there is not registered user means PKG says invalid user.
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Fig. 6. Secure communication between two IOT devices

(iii) REVOKED CONDITION
The misdeed algorithm run by PKG. It takes as input from the user, a valid user list and
the set of identities to be misdeed. Before that PKG check the user data in database. The misdeed
process run PKG, after the process PKG send message to user and update their database.
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Fig. 7. Misdeed process
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PSEUDOCODE
Procedure process_msg(in)
{
Msg=substring(in.readUTF());
If msg==”REG_REQ” then
If found(user in db) then
invalid user registration
Else
Generate key()
Update DB with new user
Send PUk to user
endif
Elseif msg==”REQ_SND”
If found(user in DB)
Then get key from DB
Send PUk to user1 ,PRk to user2
Else
unauthenticated user
//can not be communicate
Endif
Elseif msg==”REQ_RCV”
If found(user in DB)
Then get key from server
Receive data
Else
Not REQ_RCV message
Endif
Elseif msg==”MISDEED”
If found(Check user validity)
//if user in DB
IOT misbehaving process
Update DB (user misdeed)
//else not REG-REQ
Send message to client (user misdeed)
Else
Not registered user
Endif
Endif
}

Fig. 8. Pseudo code for IBE with outsourced revocation for IOT environment
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If the below screenshots show the little work of IBE project by using java and msaccess.in future we develop the IBE project is in secured communication. The java
programming language is a high-level language. The java programming language is unusual in
that a program is both compiled and interpreted. The java is a platform it has two components
they are the java virtual machine, the java application programming interface. Ms access is a
database management tool that enable one to have good command of data collected in windows
system. The programmer enables one to sort, retrieve, summarize and report results speedily
and efficiently. It can combine together data from various files through creating relationships,
and can make data entry in well-organized and accurate.
SCREENSHOTS
i. REGISTRATION
New IOT device registers with the Private key generator. The PKG would create and
provide the key pair to the new users while entering into the system. Key generation is done
with random prime numbers to generate a unique key pair in PKG.
SERVER SIDE

CLIENT

SIDE

Fig. 9. Registration of user
ii. COMMUNICATION
Difficult to construct the key pair(public key and private key) to ID based key sharing
scheme.ID based cryptosystem can modifies the keys ID based public key to the authentication
purpose. ID based cryptosystem with authenticate it cannot stop the receiver from substituting
a new message from the encrypted message.
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SERVER SIDE

CLIENT SIDE

Fig. 10. Communication request to pkg

iii. MISDEED
IBE, there has been little work on studying the misbehaving IOT device mechanisms.
Propose a way for the users to sometimes renew their private keys without interacting of PKG.
The PKG publicly post the key update information, which is much more convenient to users.
SERVER SIDE

CLIENT SIDE

Fig. 11. Communication request after the user misbehaving IOT device
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4. CONCLUSIONS
The internet has significantly changed the way we live, and today much interaction is
among the internet of things. Our mobile phones, household appliances, vehicles, etc. can
communicate with each other. Among the various issue concerned with the IOT, security plays
a vital role. The freedom available with the devices in the IOT, to talk to each other, is a major
threat to security. When misused, this freedom can lead to miscreants creating havoc. In this
paper, we proposed a secure communication approach for device-to-device communication. It
is an Identity-based encryption approach for confidential communication between sender and
receiver. The method also includes revocation of keys if misuse is detected. The fact that there
is a high probability of misuse of freedom to communicate in IOT we have included revocation
and thus malicious devices can be identified and eliminated. The design of the proposed
approach along with a first level implementation using Java and MsAccess had been presented
in this paper. As future work we propose to implement the complete algorithm on a network
simulator and test with multiple devices.
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